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ABSTRACT:   Even if  it  was already present in  pre-colonial  Africa under specific  forms (for example the
shifting  capitals  ın  the  Great  Lakes  Region),  urbanızatıon  acquires  relevant  dimensions  only  under
colonialism. The colonial city developed from commercial, administrative, and military centers or around the
slums inhabited by workers and miners. This process has been largely studied since World War II,  when
anthropologists began to carry out ethnographic researches on migration and emerging urban environments.
Urbanization is a phenomenon that is growing exponentially in Africa, a continent where cities grow and
transform  themselves  continually,  redefining  their  relationship  with  rural  populations.  Using  both  an
historical and synchronic approach, the papers of this panel will focus on the transformation of the social
organization of space in post -colonial Africa, starting from the assumption that space settlement, in urban
and rural areas, reflects broader social transformations. The social transformation of space produces new
forms of subjectivity and new social relations, in a game in which social actors themselves are engaged in
continuous processes of place-making.
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